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Your intention is to harmonize your energy field/aura. 

 
 
Find a quiet place. Soothing music may help to calm you. Begin by taking a deep breath and letting it go. Close your 
eyes, and let your thoughts slow down, releasing all cares and concerns – everything on your “to do” list.  You deserve 
these few moments of self care.  Focus on your well-being, nothing more.  You’ll be better able to handle the issues of 
the day when you complete this exercise. Gently bring your awareness to your physical body, encouraging yourself relax 
completely.  If you notice any area of tension, instruct the tension to ease away, let go, release.  Feel your body soften. 

 

your occiput (Base of the head 
at the neck.) 
You may notice a gentle pulsing of energy between your hands. In this position, you are balancing the energy of the 

future with the energy of the past, helping to bring your awareness and full essence into the NOW, and knowing that 
change can only take place in the present moment – because the past is done and the future is only a concept.  You are 

part of the present moment, here, now.  
 

  
The intent is to create balance between the left and right sides - left representing your rational male energy (intellect, 
manifesting, outer, yang) and right representing your intuitive female energy (creative, receptive, inner, yin). We 

recognize that we all have both of these energies, and that both are important for a balanced life and full expression of 
personal truth. 

 

  
This is to blend the earth energies that flow in through the bottom of your feet and root chakra, with the higher 

vibrational energies that flow in through the top of your head and crown chakra. Your hands may sense a pulsating as 

the energy comes into balance. You are the connector between heaven and earth, receiving vibrations from both. 

 

Rotate one hand so that the fingers are pointing down toward the earth.  
Imagine a column of white light extending from your heart down into the core of the earth, connecting you with earth 

energy. Now bring your awareness back up, feeling the gentle vibration rise through your feet, your legs, upward through 
your body and into your heart center. Continue to extend the column of light through your neck and head, feeling it go 

above the top of your head and connecting you with Higher Self and Universal Life Energy. Return your awareness to 

your heart center, knowing yourself to be grounded, centered, and connected to Highest Guidance.  

 

  
With palms facing each other, a few inches apart, imagine a glowing ball of light filling your solar plexus. This is the 
central point of your Life Force Energy, the core star area. Imagine that ball of white light expanding to fill every part of 

your body, healing and regenerating every single cell, every molecule, every atom – inspiring your Body Elemental to 
support perfect health within your physical, emotional, mental and spiritual life experiences. 

 

expand beyond 
your body to fill your energy field.  
Let yourself become completely surrounded with healing white light – it fills your entire aura.  Enjoy this feeling of 

expanded awareness, give thanks for who you are, knowing that everything you need is within you and the world around 
you is ready to support your goals and desires. When this feels complete: lower your arms, take a deep breath, become 

aware of the room, and gently open your eyes, feeling calm, refreshed, centered, and at peace.  Carry this peace with 
you into the activities of your day. 


